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Abstract Software called legal expert systems are used around the world by pri-
vate and public organizations to compute taxes. A bug in such programs can lead
to tax miscalculations and heavy legal and democratic consequences. Yet, increas-
ing evidence suggests that some legal expert systems may not meet satisfying cri-
teria to be in compliance with the law. Moreover, they are difficult to adapt to the
continuous flow of new legislation just by using traditional software development
process. To prevent further software decay and reconcile these systems with the
growing demand for algorithmic transparency, we argue that there is a need for a
new development process for legal expert systems. As such, we present a solution
built by lawyers and computer scientists : a new programming language coupled
with a pair programming development process.
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1. Introduction

How do governments compute taxes and social benefits for their citizens? Many have
chosen to solve this complicated task by using computer programs. They have created
software, modeled on the law, which computes the amount of tax due and the social
benefits to be paid to each citizen.

These software, called “legal expert systems”, are based on the law. In other words,
the program and its reference statute ought to be functionally equivalent. This means that
any result output by the computer program should match a correct legal reasoning based
on the statute. A breach of functional equivalence in such programs, which we call a bug,
places the entity running the program in legal jeopardy.

Two questions arise from this situation. The first one is legal and social: what are
the consequences of bugs in programs computing taxes? The second is technical: how
to decrease the number of bugs in those programs, and increase the confidence that they
faithfully implement the statutes they use as a reference?

We will answer those questions with a survey of the state of the art of the computer-
ized implementation of tax-related statutes, with a focus on French examples (§2). Then,
we will present the legal and democratic implications of bugs in legal expert systems
(§3). Finally, we will introduce Catala, a new programming language created by lawyers
and computer scientists for quantitative statute formalization. The goal of Catala is to
provide a systematic way to produce bug-free programs from tax-related statutes, that
can be deployed and executed on virtually any digital infrastructure, including legacy.
Thanks to an ex ante systematic human review, Catala-created software will also comply
with data protection law (§4).

This initiative belongs to the broader “rules as code” movement. However, we delib-
erately omit from this article considerations on co-designing legal statutes and computer
programs. Rather, we take existing statutes for granted. Exploring the effectiveness of
Catala as a co-design tool is left for future work.



2. Existing Algorithmic Implementations of Statutes

Drawing from US and French Law, this section will provide an overview of usages and
failures of algorithmic implementation of statutes.

2.1. Examples in US and French Law

Although there has been a boom in studies on the use of artificial intelligence tools
by governments, algorithmic tools implemented in legal expert systems such as models
or scoring systems have been relatively neglected [1]. However, these tools are widely
used by governments and private companies to calculate social benefits and tax. Two
examples, one drawn from US law and the other from French law, will show how public
and private entities use algorithms for administrative purposes.

In the US, taxes are collected by the Federal government as well as by individ-
ual States. It is the responsibility of the taxpayer to compute for themselves the correct
amount of taxes that they owe, depending on their income. Because of the complexity of
this task, private companies have developed legal expert systems in order to help indi-
viduals fill out their tax forms. The most widely used program is TurboTax [2]. There’s
reason to believe that this software is based on the tax forms prepared by the government
[3]. Hence, it is on the basis of these forms, themselves based on the US Tax Code, that
an individual’s tax is computed. The IRS (US Tax Agency) also operates an internal legal
expert system to check tax returns once they are submitted1.

In France, taxes are also computed by a legal expert system. Unlike in the US,
though, the French government itself develops and maintains the software which com-
putes the amount of taxes due. Led by the Directorate of Public Finances (DGFiP), some
fragments of this software have been rendered public and are available online. Social
benefits algorithms, however, are not widely published, though they can theoretically be
accessed upon request.

Even if the size and responsibilities of the public sector for computing taxes is
greater in France than in the US, some tax-related algorithms are commonly operated by
the private sector. This is the case of private sector employees’ payroll taxes and contri-
butions to Social Security, computed by closed-source legal expert systems of companies
such as ADP or PayFit. In both the US and France, software is used as a means to sim-
plify tax collection and the distribution of social benefits. But as we will see next, current
legal expert systems have some major issues and may even fail to comply with the law.
In the next section, we will use a French example to illustrate the consequences of bugs.

2.2. Legacy Code and Industrial Failures: the French Example

The legal expert systems responsible for tax computation in large organizations some-
times correspond to what is called “legacy code”. Legacy code is a term coined by the
software industry to designate large, complex systems whose lifespan has exceeded the
tenure of its original programmers [4]. According to scholars, legal expert systems used
in large financial audit firms were created around 1990 [5, 6, 7] and are still in use today
in at least some private companies2. For the public sector, the French systems for income
tax [8] and the family benefits computation3, were both created in 1990. The IRS system
is even older and it is still operating 1950-era software and hardware, in spite of multiple
failed modernization attempts [9].

Legal expert systems quickly suffered from the discontentment of users because of
their poor usability [10]. After more than 30 years of existence, they have now acquired

1Source: Internal Revenue Manual.
2Source: representatives from Ernst & Young, PwC, Deloitte and KPMG at the “Machine Intelligence and

the Future of Professional Tax Services” panel during the 2020 UC Irvine Tax Symposium.
3Source: French Commission for Accessing Administrative Documents, notice n°20181891, 2019

https://framagit.org/dgfip/ir-calcul
https://github.com/etalab/taxe-habitation
https://www.irs.gov/irm/part2
https://calendar.law.uci.edu/event/the_2nd_annual_uci-a_lavar_taylor_tax_symposium
https://www.cada.fr/20181891


all the general characteristics of legacy code: use of obsolete technologies no longer
taught in university courses, loss of expertise on critical portions of the source code, as
original programmers retire, and a “plaster on a wooden-leg” approach to modification
and maintenance [4].

These characteristics jeopardize the ability of the system to be adapted to new func-
tional requirements. For example, in the case of systems implementing a statute, any
modification of the statute entails a corresponding modification of the software. But be-
cause of the complexity and the fast-paced nature of tax law reforms, updates have to
be frequent. As a consequence, maintenance of the systems becomes very difficult and
costly.

The traditional solution to legacy code is migration [11]. Migration boils down to
creating a new system from scratch using modern technologies. During the migration,
both systems have to run in parallel to ensure that they reach the same results4 [12].
However, in France, several migrations attempts have led to a number of high-profile
industrial failures.

More precisely, two migrations for public-sector legal expert systems have had
catastrophic consequences for their users : the Louvois5 army payroll computation sys-
tem and the CIPAV6 “auto-entrepreneur” pension rights computation system. In both
cases, the State contracted a private company to undertake this task, but it failed to imple-
ment the legal specifications correctly. After years of maintenance and bug-fixing, these
two migrated systems were still producing unreliable outputs, requiring extensive hu-
man supervision. This suggests that the complexity of the legal landscape has increased
since 1990 [13]. So much so that implementing correctly a legal expert system from
scratch seems to be now out of reach from 1990-era traditional development methods,
still widely used in the software industry [14].

As these examples show, the current situation of legal expert systems is paradoxical.
Even though their use is pervasive and critical in many large public or private organiza-
tions, they have become legacy code increasingly hostile to maintenance and migration.
While it seems that there hasn’t been any recent survey about the correctness of legal
expert systems, the facts presented above should cast serious doubts on whether these
systems are functionally equivalent to their reference statutes. And, as we will show in
the following part of the article, bugs have serious legal and democratic implications.

3. Issues in Algorithmic Implementations of Statutes

Incorrect implementations of statutes have legal and democratic implications. Some so-
lutions exist but they fail to address all of the implications.

3.1. Legal and Democratic Implications

The shortcomings of legal expert systems have two important consequences, which we
will examine in the context of French and EU law. First, bugs can lead to miscalculations,
and such miscalculations are in breach of the French Constitution. Second, because of
the enormous scale of the tax collection, it is impossible for an individual to systemat-
ically review the results generated by these algorithmic tools. Such a barrier to human
intervention might be a breach of data protection law.

To begin with miscalculations: bugs in legal expert systems used by governments
or private companies can lead to errors in the computation of taxes and social benefits.
For example, in 2009, a French retirement scheme miscalculated pensions. For several

4Any disagreement should correspond to a bug in the old system.
5Source: France Inter, Jan. 2018
6Source: France Inter, Jan. 2016. Hundreds of subscribers were threatened to lose their pension rights.

https://www.franceinter.fr/emissions/secrets-d-info/secrets-d-info-27-janvier-2018
https://www.franceinter.fr/emissions/l-enquete/l-enquete-13-mai-2016


years, the program failed to provide the correct amount of money to its beneficiaries7.
However, because such errors are sensitive matters, governments rarely acknowledge
such bugs. As a consequence, literature on the subject is difficult to find. Nonetheless,
miscalculation of taxes and social benefits is a breach of the French Constitution. For
example, concerning tax law, article 34 of the Constitution states that “Statutes shall
determine the rules concerning the base, rates and methods of collection of all types of
taxes; the issuing of currency”. Known as the principle of tax legality, this constitutional
principle is interpreted in a broad manner. As a result, the French Parliament has authority
not only to determine general principles of tax law but also to decide on every detail
of tax collection. The executive power and the administration therefore have almost no
authority over tax law. Thus, when the administration is responsible for miscalculations
resulting from their use of algorithms, they are in breach not only the law but also of the
Constitution. This is, of course, a serious democratic issue.

Secondly, if the results of the legal expert system are not reviewed by a human, they
might be in breach of International and European Law. Indeed, this would fall under
article 9 of the Convention 108+ of the Council of Europe, which gives every individual
the right not to be subject to a significant decision based solely on automated processing
of data8. Similar protection can be found under article 22 of the GDPR. Article 22 of the
GDPR states that individuals have the right not to be subject to a decision based solely
on automated processing which produces legal effects. While there are discussions on
the exact meaning of article 22, there is a consensus that it refers to decisions excluding
human involvement. In other words, an automated decision happens when no human
reviews the results9.

There are exceptions to this right. For example, Member States can grant specific
exemptions. Nevertheless, even when such exemptions are applicable, suitable measures
must be put in place to safeguard the data subject’s rights, freedoms, and legitimate in-
terests. In France, for example, such an exemption was put in place in 2018 for admin-
istrative purposes. As a result, the government can now use automated tools to make de-
cisions, including the calculation of taxes10. But since legal expert systems are created
to automate tax calculations, there is, by definition, no human involvement and no hu-
man verification of the results, meaning that, if these algorithms malfunction or lack suit-
able safeguards against negative impacts on individual rights, freedoms, and legitimate
interests, they are in breach of article 22 of the GDPR.

Breaching the Constitution and data protection law have severe consequences. Tax
collection which does not comply with the Tax Code can be nullified. As for data pro-
tection, infringements of article 22 of the GDPR can lead to administrative fines up to 20
million euros.

3.2. Problems with Existing Solutions

There are several existing solutions to prevent the legal and democratic consequences of
bugs. First, preventing bugs from happening in the first place through case-based testing.
Second, improving transparency of algorithms and make them more accessible for main-
tenance. The two solutions are difficult to implement, as we will see, because of a host
of political and technical difficulties.

3.2.1. First Solution : Case Based Testing

Let’s begin with case-based testing. Like any piece of software, legal expert systems pro-
grammers take measures to locate and fix bugs. Finding a bug in a legal expert system

7Source: press release of the French national pension agency (CNAV), May 13th, 2009.
8Convention 108+ for the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data.
9Article 29 Data Protection Working Party. Guidelines on Automated individual decision-making and Pro-

filing for the purposes of Regulation 2016/679, 3 October 2017.
10Article 21, Loi n°2018-493 du 20 juin 2018 relative à la protection des données personnelles

http://leparticulier.lefigaro.fr/upload/docs/application/pdf/2009-05/communique_cnav_13052009_retraite_bug.pdf


requires interaction between lawyers and programmers. The process is the following11.
First, lawyers create a virtual test case or pick one from production data (e.g. a household
fiscal data). This will constitue the set of test cases. Afterwards, they manually compute
the expected output of the legal expert system based on the reference statute. They then
compare the output of the system with the lawyer’s expected output. In the case of a dis-
agreement, lawyers and programmers discuss how they got to their results. When the dis-
crepancy is located, the software is updated to output the correct result. The most impor-
tant phase of the process is the discussion between programmers and lawyers. This is the
phase where the legal requirements, with all their subtleties and varying interpretations
[15], are confronted to unambiguous computer code.

While this process is effective in improving the quality of the legal expert system, it
suffers from the same limitations software testing is generally subject to. Indeed, program
testing can be a very effective way to show the presence of bugs, but it is hopelessly
inadequate for showing their absence [16]. But most importantly, testing efficiency is
tied to the quality of the set of test cases used. For testing to be efficient, the set of test
cases has to be diverse and numerous. It’s only in this condition that the integrality of the
code can be checked for correctness. This poses various issues.

Firstly, in the case of legal expert systems, creating new tests is costly since it re-
quires legal expertise. A legal expert system typically handles thousands of distinct situa-
tions. To reach full coverage, a test base should be able to deal with all of these situations.
While it is difficult to get accurate and recent data on legal expert systems test bases,
the French income tax computation system uses around 500 tests (for approximately a
hundred thousand lines of code)12. This suggests that legal expert systems are currently
under-tested.

Moreover, the set of test cases is updated along with the software as the legal re-
quirements change. This means that for each statute modification, each test of the set
should be manually reviewed by a lawyer to determine whether it is affected or not by
the modification. For this reason, keeping a complete and correct test set up to date is
very costly.

Beyond mismanagement and poor software quality, it seems that there is currently
no systemic incentive for large public or private organizations to maintain a diverse and
numerous test set for their legal expert systems. If an individual contests the result of the
algorithms, the organization simply provides for a manual human review of their case.
In the best scenario, the case is turned into a test for the system13. But most of the time,
it seems that the software is never updated and human agents have to manually correct
the output in future occurrences of the buggy situation.

Overall, case-based testing is a good way to trigger interaction between program-
mers and lawyers, leading to a better legal expert system. But the high cost of mainte-
nance for a good test set, coupled to low incentives for covering corner cases correctly,
have de facto led to low levels of confidence for legal expert systems. Moreover, case-
based testing does not help to achieve algorithmic transparency, especially if the test set
contains production data that cannot be revealed.

3.2.2. Second Solution : Transparency

The second solution, algorithmic transparency is often seen as a strong safeguard against
issues arising from automated decision-making [17, 18]. As a consequence, European
and French law have flirted with the idea of making such transparency a legal obligation.
Under the GDPR, articles 13, 14 and 15 give every individual the right to access mean-

11Source: author’s private discussions with public sector French legal expert systems programmers and pub-
licly available beta.gouv.fr blog post (Feb. 2020)

12Source: information personally transmitted by the French Directorate of Public Finances (DGFiP) to the
authors.

13This behavior can lead to privacy violations when the data is covered by tax secrecy for instance.

https://blog.beta.gouv.fr/general/2020/02/07/mes-aides-experts/


ingful information about the logic involved in automated decision-making. While there
has been debate about the meaning of this right, it is generally accepted that individuals
have the right to ask for access to information on algorithmic processing [19, 20, 21].
This, however, is far from a general transparency requirement. This holds true in France,
as well. Administrations have to give access to meaningful information on the logic of
administrative algorithms14. Every individual can ask to access these algorithms, under
the supervision of an independent commission. As a consequence, the government cre-
ated an online platform where source code can be found.

But the publication of algorithms is scarce and complicated. The source code for
income tax computation, for example, was published in an incomplete form [8]. Access
to the source code for family benefits computations has been denied because “since the
legal expert system is old and complex, the extraction of the source code for publication
is not technically possible without disproportionate effort”. As a testament to these diffi-
culties, a French Member of Parliament was recently appointed to investigate the issues
with administrative source code publication15. The US situation is better in that regard,
since the IRS regularly publishes draft versions of its tax forms for public review.

4. CATALA as a New Solution for Algorithmic Implementations of Statutes

As we’ve seen, current legal expert systems are outdated and suffer from a lack of con-
fidence on the correctness of their results, as well as general opacity that conflicts with
the growing demand for algorithmic transparency. In this section, we introduce a new
production process for legal expert systems along with appropriate tooling that answers
to the issues raised above. This production process is based on two complementary con-
cepts : formal methods and literate pair programming.

4.1. The Use of Formal Methods

Formal methods are a subdomain of computer science, sharing close ties with mathe-
matics. Its premise is to consider computer programs as mathematical objects [22], on
which theories can be applied and properties, such as correctness or safety, proven. For-
mal methods have been deployed in critical industrial sectors like avionics [23] or nu-
clear energy production [24]. Indeed, these techniques are able to completely rule out en-
tire classes of bugs from computer programs, including memory safety bugs or software
crashes.

Another achievement of formal methods is the ability to prove functional equiva-
lence between a program and its specification, assuming that both can be expressed us-
ing formalized languages, i.e. whose behavior is described precisely using mathematical
terms. This ability is of high interest for legal expert systems. Given a formal specifica-
tion of a legal statute, it is possible to use formal methods to produce an executable im-
plementation that is guaranteed to behave in the exact same way. An analogous process
has been used for software controlling critical industrial facilities in real time [25].

More generally, formal methods shift the discussion about correctness from individ-
ual test cases to the source code of the program itself, whose behavior is considered for
all possible inputs. We believe that reference statutes have to be considered as the ulti-
mate specification of legal expert systems. Hence, the correctness problem of legal expert
systems boils down to agreeing on a reference formal specification of the statutes. Op-
timized and executable implementations should be derived from this specification using
advanced compilation techniques [26] that preserve the functional equivalence between
the statute and the software that is produced from it.

14Article L.311-3-1 of the French code on relations between the administration and individuals
15Source: French decree of June 22th, 2020.

https://apps.irs.gov/app/picklist/list/draftTaxForms.html
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT000042025804&categorieLien=id


Interestingly, formal methods have already been used to formalize part of statutes
[27]. Consequently, the question raised sporadic academic interest, but has never led to
large-scale deployments in the public sector. The most advanced project in that category
is certainly the French-led OpenFisca16. OpenFisca now features a comprehensive legal
expert system able to compute the amount of almost all French taxes and benefits. How-
ever, OpenFisca does not have a formal grounding and the system has yet to be deployed
in a government agency responsible for the collection of taxes or distribution of benefits.

Building on formal methods, our solution also features literate pair programming.

4.2. The Use of Literate Pair Programming

While literate pair programming is a clear advantage for the implementation of statutes,
it faces a particular challenge when it comes to law. This challenge originates from the
special structure of law. One of the most important feature of CATALA is, consequently,
to adress this challenge.

4.2.1. Presentation and General Advantages

Our solution combines two software development processes: literate programming and
pair programming. To begin with literate programming, the source code of a program is
annotated line by line with a textual description of what the program is supposed to do
[28]. This a systematic approach to documentation, and a good fit for programs whose
behavior is subtle or difficult to infer just by looking at the code.

On the other hand, pair programming is part of the agile process of software devel-
opment [29]. It consists of pairing two programmers when producing software. While
one of the programmers is busy writing the code, the other programmer can think about
more high-level aspects of the software, or catch bugs as they’re being written.

Both literate and pair-programming are used as ex ante and systematic ways of in-
creasing the quality of software. It is relevant to combine these two concepts and use
them for legal expert systems.

First, let us examine the advantages of literate pair programming in the context of
legal expert systems. We have shown that interaction between lawyers and programmers
is crucial for debugging legal expert systems. During this interaction, both parties play
a crucial and complementary role: lawyers ensure that the specification reflects lawful
interpretations of the statutes, while programmers ensure that the specification is com-
pletely unambiguous, and can be turned into an executable program.

However, this systematic interaction cannot be achieved with traditional waterfalls
or V-shaped software development processes. With such processes, lawyers produce first
a verbose natural language specification document from the statutes. The programmers
then translate this verbose specification document into code. We identity three pitfalls.
First, the lawyers don’t know whether their specification document is sufficiently un-
ambiguous to be turned into code. Second, when confronted to ambiguous or imprecise
specifications, the programmers make arbitrary decisions that may correspond to unlaw-
ful code. Third, there is no direct and systematic connection between any piece of the
source code and the piece of the statute that justify it.

Literate pair programming solves all those pitfalls: a lawyer and a programmer can
produce together (pair programming) the legal expert system by gradually annotating
the law with code translation (literate programming). When each line of statutory text
is annotated with a line of code that translates its meaning, lawyers and programmers
can have a local discussion with a visual support about a specific legal requirement. This
format should foster mutual understanding, and eventually build cross-competence for
both the lawyer and the programmer. With this method, interdisciplinary interaction is
systematic and ex ante, by contrast to case-based interaction which is limited and ex

16openfisca.org

openfisca.org


post. Using agile methods can also significantly decrease the cost of software production.
The French portal for social benefits computation, mes-aides.gouv.fr, has been developed
from scratch using agile methods for a total cost of 1.25 million euros (over 5 years).
When its maintenance was transferred to a private company using more traditional de-
velopment processes, the cost skyrocketed to at least 2 million euros annually17.

4.2.2. The Particular Challenge for Law

However, to use literate pair programming for legal expert system production, adequate
tooling is needed. Indeed, the structure of statutes is not adapted to traditional literate
programming. This is demonstrated by [30] in the case of the US Tax Code, but we’ve
empirically observed that the results apply for French statutes, because of similarities
in the drafting style. The crux of the issue is a antagonism between the structure of
law and the structure of computer programs. Indeed, normal programming goes from
the most special case to the most general case. Statutes do the opposite. Because of
this, implementations of statutes need to resort to impractical encodings based on nested
conditionals, obscuring the behavior of the code.

This main hurdle, coupled with the lack of existing tooling solving it, has led us
to create a new programming language designed to enable statute literate programming:
CATALA18. Equipped with this appropriate tool, we ideally envision for CATALA statutes
specifications to be published as open-source software, complementing existing publi-
cations lof legislative texts. Coupled with state-of-the-art, formalism grounded, open-
source compilation and interpretation tooling, this new method of producing legal expert
systems could help to solve both the correctness and explainability issues of current so-
lutions while driving legal expert systems maintenance costs down. All these features are
present in CATALA19.

4.3. The Technical Overview of CATALA

A complete technical description of the CATALA language and compilation ecosystem is
beyond the scope of this paper, and is left to a future computer science-focused article.
However, we can give here a brief overview of the key technical decisions and their
consequence.

Concerning formal methods, CATALA enjoys a design process guided by the best
practices of programming languages research. More particularly, it has a formal se-
mantics [32], comprised of three complementary items: a description of the syntax of
CATALA programs, a typing judgment that rules out ill-formed programs, and an op-
erational semantics describing how valid programs execute. The core semantic feature
of CATALA is its use of default logic [33] to enable defining a variable multiple times
with preconditions. Multiple conditions can be triggered at the same time, for instance
when the law defines two exceptional cases that overlap. In that case, the programmer
has to specify (and justify by law) a priority between the conflicting exceptions. If no
such priority is given, the execution will report an error to the user, indicating a black
spot requiring legal interpretation.

Because of its formal grounding, existing off-the-shelf static analysers and automatic
proves could be used on CATALA code. They could be used to check the coherence of
the statute (no conflict between exception) or whether the statute is valid with respect to
requirements of another statute, higher in the hierarchy of statutes. For instance, article
L521-1 of the French Social Security Code mandates that the amount of family bene-
fits decreases with the household’s income. The formula giving the amount, defined in
several other articles, can be formally checked to satisfy this requirement.

17Source: beta.gouv.fr evaluation of the project.
18Pierre Catala is, together with Lucien Mehl, a pioneer of French legal informatics [31].
19catala-lang.org

https://beta.gouv.fr/startups/mes-aides.html
catala-lang.org


The use of formal methods also enable the application of compilation techniques
that can translate CATALA to virtually any language. This is where CATALA differs from
existing propositions of so-called “rules engine”. These rules engine, like Flora2 [34] or
Prolog [35] (recently used in a tax-related context by [36]), are based on logic program-
ming and executed using interpreters. This means that to use e.g. a Prolog program in
your application written in Java or C++, you have to call an outside program that will
interpret the Prolog program and store its outputs in a file or database, then load back
those outputs in the context of your language. Moreover, interpreters are generally ineffi-
cient and can lead to performance losses that are unacceptable when computing taxes for
millions of individuals. By using advanced compilation techniques, CATALA programs
can be compiled (translated) to any general-purpose programming language, including
legacy languages like COBOL or Fortran. This interoperability scheme is much more
efficient, both in terms of program performance as well as development overhead. It also
allows for separating the tax computing logic from the other parts of the system.

Last benefit of formal methods and compilation techniques: explainability require-
ments can also be addressed by a special compilation scheme that insert logging of the
program’s execution. Each log entry corresponds to a source code line, and therefore
the statutory text provision that it annotates. This scheme would address the needs for
both individual and global algorithmic explainability, as long as the source code is open-
source.

Concerning literate pair programming, CATALA has been designed with pair pro-
gramming and lawyers’ review in mind. As such, it enjoys syntax with natural language
keywords that can be adapted to different countries. Right now, CATALA supports French
and English inputs. The CATALA compiler is distributed under the Apache2 license and
freely available on GitHub. Future work will include case studies on the French family
benefit computation as well as more content from the US Tax Code.

5. Conclusion

CATALA provides a solution for many of the problems adressed in this article. It re-
duces bugs and improves transparency in legal expert systems, and is, as such, in com-
pliance with legal obligations. It also answers questions arising from changes in socio-
economical context. To address the consequences of this change, organizations that op-
erate legal expert systems should proactively seek to modernize their software infrastruc-
ture. As we have shown, it is likely that using traditional development processes will lead
to industrial failures. But in the setting of an agile development process, CATALA would
be the perfect tool with which to build correct and explainable new legal expert systems.
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